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Abstract
This paper explores questions of leadership in navigating the futures of material production from the
point of view of the open source and peer-to-peer movement. It puts forward the idea of cosmolocalization, which in basic terms sees a new production logic emerging from the advent of a global
design commons coupled to new manufacturing technologies that democratize production. The study first
uses the futures triangle to map the various factors at play. It then brings together the thinking of P.R.
Sarkar and Michel Bauwens, exploring questions of leadership in the development of this new model. The
study ends with three brief scenarios, drawing on the scenario logic developed by Johan Galtung, that
proposes potential future states based on the resolution of critical contradictions.
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Cosmo-Localism
In very basic terms cosmo-localism describes the dynamic potentials of our emerging globally distributed
knowledge and design commons in conjunction with the emerging (high and low tech) capacity for localized
production of value. It exists today in many quickly maturing forms such as FarmHack1 and L' Atelier Paysans,2
communities that manufacture their own farm equipment, AbilityMate, a company that supports people with
disabilities to design and manufacture their own prosthetics and assistive devices,3 Wikihouse, a foundation
which supports people to design and build sustainable housing,4 RepRap, an open source organization that
designs 3D printers designed to replicate themselves,5 and OSvehicle, a company that supports the open source
manufacture of vehicles.6 Cosmo-localism takes place when easily accessible designs are paired with localized
and distributed production capabilities using new breakthrough technologies that facilitate local manufacture I
production.
As an emerging issue, cosmo-localism augurs an inversion. Traditional manufacturing and production
located intellectual property within (usually) a single company, manufactured a product in a (relatively)
centralized place (even if the raw materials were from elsewhere), and then exported this nationally or globally.
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Weight of History and Obstacles to Cosmo-Localism
In addition to drivers potentiating Cosmo-Localism, there are equally powerful 'weights of
history', legacy systems, cultural factors and other obstacles to Cosmo-Localism. These include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
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Platform oligopolies
Economic incumbents
Intellectual property regimes
Consumer culture

Platform oligopoly is the first challenge to Cosmo-Localism, the power of the big Silicon
Valley enterprises to monopolize and potentially suppress the potentials for Cosmo-Localism. Big
platforms, like Facebook and Google, but now sharing platforms like Air BnB and Uber derive
value from our practices of relationality. There is great value in the things that they have innovated,
and yet the monetary value generated by users on these platforms through their sharing and
interactions are not shared for social reinvestment back to the user's communities. Michel Bauwens
calls this 'netarchical capitalism' , 10 whereby platforms get wealthy at the expense of contributors,
who enter into a form of economic dependence/ precarity with such platforms. Cosmo-localism
relies on supporting a global knowledge I design commons while supporting investment in localized
maker enterprises. Cosmo-localism based on extractive platforms would be stunted, as Cosmo
Localism requires systems for localized re-investment that are now being discussed as platform
cooperativism.11
Another major obstacle is political in nature. What we consume is based on the legacy of
industrial production, and there are many economic incumbents that do not want to lose business.
Incumbents may lobby governments vigorously to make life more difficult for Cosmo-Localism
start up enterprises. In the US, policymaking has been co-opted by moneyed interests (Gilens and
Page 2016). For Cosmo-Localism to work it has to go beyond the local, and the state should not be
abandoned as a locale in the adjudication of power. To counter this, there will need to be alliances
of commons-based enterprises that work together to form Cosmo-Local public advocacy that is able
to create favorable policy conditions for it. Bauwens has argued we need to create a "partner state"
model where governments actively support localized commons-based peer production and Cosmo
Localism.12 Recently he has pioneered such a model through the FLOK project in Ecuador.13
The third obstacle relates to intellectual property. The global policy pushed through the WTO
TRIPS and now the Transpacific Partnership all have a common aim of enfolding joining nations
into the Western European intellectual property regime based on positivist law. Positivist law in the
most basic terms is simply contractual law. It does not acknowledge contextual, ethical, cultural
or historical dimensions in the use or possession or governance of a thing; it simply says, if you
signed a contract - hand it over or else. This is why when certain companies can buy a life support
resource from a government, such as when Bechtel bought Cochabamba's water supply, and then
hike the price for water for locals. Buying and selling life support systems is perfectly 'just' within
the framework of positivist law, but it is often in contradiction to the living conditions and needs
of people. Today there are people dying from diseases around the world because they cannot get
access to cheaper versions of the medicines that would cure their diseases. This is because certain
intellectual property regimes do not allow people to produce local versions. A global neoliberal push
that envelops the world in an intellectual property regime that treats knowledge as scarce, and based
purely on the logic of investment and return, will harm the possibility of Cosmo-Localism. We need
to normalize knowledge and design commons through our own work, and develop knowledge/
design sharing and licensing systems that frees knowledge to transform the world in positive ways.
As Kostakis & Bauwens argue, "the commons [need to] be created and fought for on a transnational
global scale" (2015, p. 130).
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3. Priests represent the dominance of ideas and normativity (establishing right and wrong/
ethics). They require a collaboration with warriors to establish their own power in/ over
society. In their progressive manifestation Priests create ideas and ideology that reflect
needed truths and which provide meaning and purpose for their society, including an
openness to newness that allows knowledge and truth to evolve. A regressive manifestation
is the monopolization of knowledge and truth "where knowledge in only available to the
select few," and where ideology is used to exploit and marginalize people (e.g. justifications
for exploitation, slavery, colonialism, patriarchy).
4. Merchant's power comes from the mastery of the market and the entrepreneurial spirit. In
their progressive manifestation Merchants use entrepreneurship to create value for the whole
system, and improve the "material condition of the Workers through the civil processes
established by the Warriors." People benefit from material wealth through their participation
in the marketplace. In their regressive manifestation, "material wealth is accumulated by the
Merchants rather than distributed," and "Workers become the slaves of the Merchants and
exploited through 'seducing the poor and weak into believing that they all benefit from the
system' (Hayward & Voros, 2006, p.123). In the regressive stage, the work of Priests is also
exploited and commoditized by the merchant class, and the political (law giving) process (the
warriors) is corrupted through the moneyed influence on governance, politics and policy
making.
How can these classical archetypes help us think about leadership for Cosmo-localization?
Sarkar's social cycle, because of the way in which varna are positioned in various ways across a
social system, help us think about the deeper dynamics within political economy, and commons
based Cosmo-localization.

The Cosmo-Localization Ecosystem
In their analysis of P2P communities, Bauwens et al., (2017) provide a framework for
understanding the ecosystem for the peer production of the commons, which helps to conceptualize
a Cosmo-local political economy. In their formulation there are three core elements at work:
1. The Productive Community
2. The Entrepreneurial Coalition
3. The For-Benefit Association
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The Productive Community is that group of people who work together to produce common
value and common good. This is about people producing resources, designs, methods, software,
etc. that are commonly sharable. For example, Wikipedia is literally produced by thousands of
volunteers around the world, editors and writers.
The Entrepreneurial Coalition is the bridge between the common resources produced by
the productive community and their application to a marketplace. In their own words, the
Entrepreneurial Coalition "secure[s] either profits or livelihoods by creating added value for the
market, based on the common resources" (Bauwens et al., 2017, p.13). This group allows many
of those that underpin the Productive Community to sustain their own commoning efforts by
providing value within a broader market. Bauwens et al. believe that the crucial question for this
group is "whether their relation is generative or extractive" in relation to the Productive Community
and the wider society (Bauwens et al., 2017, p.13). An example of an extractive logic is Uber,
where the Productive Community builds the common resources, but the enterprise extracts a tax
between community transactions and is antagonistic toward social democratic norms (city taxes and
licenses).

•
•
•
•
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8. https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/innovations/wp/2015/02/05/yes-that-3d-printedmansion-is-safe-to-live-in/
9. http://wikispeed.org/
10. http://p2pfoundation.net/Netarchical_Capitalism
11. See: https://ioo.coop
12. http://wiki.p2pfoundation.net/Partner_State
13. http://en.wiki.floksociety.org/w/Main_Page
14. http://internetofownership.net
15. http://p2pfoundation.net/Open_Cooperatives
16. http://wiki.p2pfoundation.net/Commons-Based_Reciprocity_Licenses
17. http://www.metafuture.org/Articles/IntroductoryChapterfromthebookSituatingSarkar.htm
18. http://www.metafuture.org/Articles/IntroductoryChapterfromthebookSituatingSarkar.htm
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